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Every page of this frugal handbook is packed with dollar-stretching strategies to help you make the most of every cent you have. With this
amazing collection of tightwad tactics, you'll learn how to: Beat the high cost of medicine and prescription drugs, Keep your home spotless at
little or no cost (your friends will think you've hired a maid!), Find insider discount fares and tour packages and slash your vacation costs-no
matter what the destination, Know the right time of month to buy that new car (or how to keep your old one in tiptop shape for minimal cost),
Live the life of luxury with super bargains on home entertainment, sporting events, and theater, And much more! If you think you can't afford
to live the good life, then you haven't seen the power of pinching your pennies! Book jacket.
Supernatural encounters are for everyone! God still speaks to his children today. Encounters can include visions, dreams, or a personal
encounter, seeing Jesus himself. Each encounter brings revelation and transformation. Once the power of God is experienced, a person is
never the same again. What is God speaking to you today? Spending time with Jesus brings about our transformation, which affects the
world around us. This book will: •Share supernatural encounters. Examples are given from the word of God and from personal experiences of
my own. •Mention a personal encounter with Jesus himself! •Encourage the reader to answer the call of God on their life.
??55% OFF for Bookstores! LAST DAYS!?? Discover the power of penny stocks with this book and start trading them today!
Queen Hadassah is the president of the Penny Harvest in her school. She has always collected millions of pennies in order to help those
people who are less fortunate than herself. She wants all of the children in the world to experience the power of a penny. She has
commissioned teachers and their students to collect pennies. The students in their local schools can do this great work of bringing liberation
and true freedom to the peoples of the world.

The veil is lifted on the unholy events that took place in Africa that bound together the lives of Sir Malcolm and Sembene. On an
expedition to seek the source of the Nile, they witnessed nightmarish scenes that left their mark forevermore... and revealed the
power of the supernatural world.
Penny receives a surprise kind act from a stranger and is asked to travel the kindness. What happens next surprises her as she
makes new friends and goes on to better the world all because of one kind act.
‘Dee MacDonald’s books are so heart-warming. They make you laugh-out-loud one minute, and then have you crying the next…
they’re really emotional and tug at the heart strings but are fun, life-affirming reads!’ Stardust Book Reviews Tess and Orla have
been best friends throughout most of their adult lives. So when life gave them lemons and their loved ones let them down, they
pooled their resources and bought a dressmakers shop on the corner of Penny Lane. And they’ve been doing just fine ever since.
But one day, while studying her tired eyes and shapeless figure in the mirror, sixty-two-year-old Tess realised that she doesn’t
want her life to be just fine anymore. She wants it to be extraordinary. For as long as she can remember she’s put everyone else
first. Now she wants to rediscover herself – and experience the kind of whirlwind adventure that will have the power make her
smile when she’s confined to the armchair of a retirement home. With the encouragement of fun-loving and quirky Orla, Tess joins
an over-the-hill dating agency and the two friends book a singles cruise around the Mediterranean. And that’s when their
adventure of a lifetime really begins… A totally uplifting, heart-warming, hilarious page turner about embracing the moment,
learning to love again and the joy of second chances. Perfect for fans of The Kicking the Bucket List and The Unlikely Pilgrimage
of Harold Fry. What readers are saying about Dee MacDonald: ‘OMG!… It made me howl with laughter and it made me sob my
heart out… I absolutely adored every single step… had my jaw dropping!!… one of my favourite books of the year.’ My Chestnut
Reading Tree, 5 stars ‘5 Fabulously FUN Stars… such a delightful and fun book from first page to last!... An absolutely perfect
summer read that I would strongly recommend to all!’ Audio Killed the Bookmark, 5 stars ‘I was laughing out loud… totally did not
see the ending coming! WOWSERS! 5 stars for me!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Made me laugh and cry and laugh again,
especially at the end. That was a little bit of genius!... beautifully written and the characters are lovingly drawn to make them come
alive. I absolutely loved the ending, that really had me chuckling…’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘This is an adventure with a
difference!... absolutely brilliant… I felt quite emotional… very touching and extremely poignant…. A thought-provoking, energetic,
promising, and huggable read… another delightful treat from Dee MacDonald!’ The Writing Garnet ‘Delightful!… a wonderful
summertime story!.. the fun begins NOW!... hilarious… love this story about strong women!!’ Escape With a Book, 5 stars ‘A
fabulous and entertaining read that I didn't want to end… a heart-warming and fun filled story that every woman should read. It's an
uplifting story that makes you realise that you are never too old to go after what you want in life. Loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘Made me laugh out loud one minute and then hit me with an emotional bombshell the next… hilarious, delightfully different…
warmed my soul…’ My Chestnut Reading Tree ‘Had me laughing out loud, getting emotional and taking the main character to
heart… if I could give this book more than five stars, I would.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
The last four books in the much-adored Penn Friends series: The Rage of Penny, The Joy of Penny, The Darkness In Penny and
The Penny Black. Welcome to the world of Penny Black! She is no ordinary girl. "People told me that what I could do was a gift-my
special secret-but you know what? It was a curse." You are about to enter a world like no other, from a seasoned novelist writing a
new series under a new pen name. In this second Boxset, we conclude Season One of the adventures of Penny and her incredible
powers. Each book asks its own question. This edition asks: Is doing the right thing always a victimless action? How does it feel to
be truly known? How does it feel to be truly broken? Have you thought about death? Penny, as well as the readers, learns more
and more about who she is, where she comes from and why she has powers--and maybe the biggest question of them all; is she
alone? As Season One comes to a shocking conclusion, two worlds collide. Who and what will be able to walk away from the
resulting chaos? Love for the series so far: Interesting read from the very start as the author takes you down the path of Penny's
inner thoughts. Lays bare the human nature very well and in an unusual read. Not my normal genre but found it to be a great read.
TH Paul through the voice of Penny herself and the narrator take us deep into the mind of an adolescent girl awakening to a power
that is a true double-edged sword--a gift and a curse. The author paints clear pictures of her, her life, and those around her. At one
moment we emphasize with her and the next we are appalled at her behaviour. The story arc covers a number of years. It is
complete and gives closure, but still, leaves you wanting to know more about Penny Black. I found this very entertaining and
starting reading the second volume in the series as soon as it was available. The book is quite different from previous ones by the
same author (under the real name). In some respects, it is like reading a different author except for the ability to paint a vivid
picture with the written word. This is a great novella. Once I started I had to keep on going until the end. I adore Penny Black. She
is so completely flawed that she becomes extremely endearing, despite having a dark side. Loved the way that Nothing goes as
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planned too. Some interesting moral dilemmas and a challenging look at the issue of revenge. The inconclusive end means I have
to read the next one ... soon! T H Paul continues the sage of Penny and her powers. While the premise is about the powers that
Penny has it is really exploring the thoughts and actions of this teenage girl as she works through the typical issues that confront
teens. With her powers, she comes up with some atypical solutions. Good fast read!I recommend that you read all the books in
order so you can fully understand all that is happening in the story. The saga of Penny Black continues...even better than before still limited by Amazon to only 5 Stars but obviously a best buy!
Come see how the everyday penny is transformed into a radiant symbol of hope and possibility! Let the penny inspire you to
embrace positive American values, build character and take action to live like Abraham Lincoln did. Travel the path of a hero,
using the penny to light the way! The Power of the Penny will spark and capture the minds and hearts of children of all ages. This
book modernizes Abe Lincoln and the vision of the Founding Fathers, igniting a new generation of heroes. Included are penny
practices and activities to think about and do. After reading this book, one will never see the penny the same way again!
A message of inspiration describes how, although we may feel small, insignificant, and unimportant at times, our lives make a
difference in the world and how we can all be a part of something larger than ourselves. 15,000 first printing.
The first four books in the much-adored Penn Friends series: The Powers of Penny, The Parents of Penny, The Heart of Penny
and The Dark Side of Penny.What would you do if you could do anything?Welcome to the world of Penny Black! She is no
ordinary girl."People told me that what I could do was a gift-my special secret-but you know what? It was a curse."You are about to
enter a world like no other, from a seasoned novelist writing a new series under a new pen name.In this first Boxset, we open up
the adventure of Penny and her incredible powers. Each book asks its own question. This edition asks: What does it feel like to
see a friend succeed only to have them dump you?What's it like to live without your parents?What's it like to give your heart--but
not your secret--to someone?Is revenge all it's cracked up to be?Penny has so much to learn; about who she is, about the world
around her, about what lives inside her. She is a girl of amazing potential and extreme dangers. As you work through the series,
you will be both rooting for her and shocked at her, but throughout will grow to love a girl simply dealt a bad hand and trying to
make the best of it.Love for the series so far: Interesting read from the very start as the author takes you down the path of Penny's
inner thoughts. Lays bare the human nature very well and in an unusual read. Not my normal genre but found it to be a great
read.TH Paul through the voice of Penny herself and the narrator take us deep into the mind of an adolescent girl awakening to a
power that is a true double-edged sword--a gift and a curse. The author paints clear pictures of her, her life, and those around her.
At one moment we emphasize with her and the next we are appalled at her behaviour.The story arc covers a number of years. It is
complete and gives closure, but still, leaves you wanting to know more about Penny Black.I found this very entertaining and
starting reading the second volume in the series as soon as it was available.The book is quite different from previous ones by the
same author (under the real name). In some respects, it is like reading a different author except for the ability to paint a vivid
picture with the written words.This is a great novella. Once I started I had to keep on going until the end. I adore Penny Black. She
is so completely flawed that she becomes extremely endearing, despite having a dark side. Loved the way that Nothing goes as
planned too.Some interesting moral dilemmas and a challenging look at the issue of revenge. The inconclusive end means I have
to read the next one ... soon!T H Paul continues the sage of Penny and her powers. While the premise is about the powers that
Penny has it is really exploring the thoughts and actions of this teenage girl as she works through the typical issues that confront
teens. With her powers, she comes up with some atypical solutions. Good fast read!I recommend that you read all the books in
order so you can fully understand all that is happening in the story.The saga of Penny Black continues...even better than before still limited by Amazon to only 5 Stars but obviously a best buy!
In 1909, a teenager discovers the important connection of the brand new Abraham Lincoln penny to his familys ancestry. The
penny becomes a sacred family heirloom and then a good luck charm. Later, it helps a World War II solider find his mission in life.
Farther down the line, it sparks a romance. One person learns that the color of a penny doesnt affect its value, and still another
believes the penny has been sent to her from heaven. Tracking the story of a single penny and its effect on those whose lives it
touches as it passes from hand to hand, The Power of a Penny shows us all the true value of a coin that is supposedly worth just
one cent.
Laura applies for the position of personal secretary to Vasilii Demidov, a Russian businessman whose origin is also of the people of the
desert. Laura has been yearning for him?this older brother of her friend?and even treasures a photo of him that she secretly took ten years
ago. However, for some reason during the interview, he shows a strange animosity against Laura as he asks questions full of malevolence.
Although she is furious and wishes to leave, out of his urgent need for a secretary who is fluent in Chinese he unexpectedly hires her. The
next day, Laura departs for Monte Negro for a business trip alone with him!
Secrets on building an investment empire with only a small amount of spending Traders, are you really serious in: Paying less and gain more
in stock investing Limiting your losses to a minimum, even if your penny stock takes a dip. Making profits in just a few weeks or days, or even
in a shorter period of time. Finding a way to experiment in the market with low initial investment. Earning a higher return on the same initial
investment. If you answer "Yes" to all the above questions, then this book is for you - the power guide you truly need to become a penny
stock pro with tips and techniques which will turn you into a real master in penny stock trading. "Penny Stock Power Guide" provides superior
techniques in an easy-to-grasp format. You'll learn how to filter out false signals and close in on the stocks with maximum potential. If you're
looking for secrets of making the right decisions at the right time and reaping huge profits at sell-off time, then this book is a must-have. Inside
this edition, what you will learn include but not limited to: An overview about penny stocks (for beginners to grasp the big picture) How to
perform a "technical" and "fundamental" analysis of a penny stock in a super effective way before buying it How to implement risk
management to become consistently profitable How to identify trading catalysts and opportunities to make profits How to make fortunes using
super short squeezes technique. Vital mindsets to become successful penny stock traders. Would you like to discover more? Scroll up and
click the "Buy now with 1-click" button and unlock all the secrets inside.
Seduction is a dangerous game... Millionaire Bram Soames is a man to be reckoned with, but he is racked with guilt over his son Jay's
shameful conception. Jay enjoys the power he has over his father, using it to keep any woman from getting close. But when Bram meets
Taylor Fielding things change. Taylor is wary of controlling men. It's easier – safer – to avoid intimacy altogether. She didn't count on meeting
Bram. His powerful magnetism and unexpected sensitivity make him a dangerous temptation...one she can't afford to pursue. To protect her
family Taylor can never reveal the truth about her past. More than one life will be in danger if her secrets are ever exposed. But Jay is circling
– ready to destroy her by any means necessary... 'Women everywhere will find pieces of themselves in Jordan's characters.' Publisher's
Weekly
An Entertainment Weekly Top 10 Romance Author Laura Westcotte is the only suitable candidate for the job as Russian tycoon Vasilii
Demidov's secretary. He may be forced to hire Laura, but Vasilii is far too cynical ever to trust a woman—particularly one with such a dubious
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reputation.… Desperate for work, Laura knows she must impress her cool and complex new boss. However, it's not the chillingly ruthless
Russian's legendary reputation that terrifies her, but the magnetic power of her attraction to him! And when Laura realizes she's in terrible
danger, she finds herself at Vasilii's mercy.…
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